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Objective(s): Harmaline and green-synthesized silver nanoparticles were encapsulated by folate-
linked chitosan molecules as a receptor-mediated drug delivery system to evaluate its pro-apoptotic 
and anti-metastatic potentials on human ovarian (A2780) and epithelioid (PANC) cancer cells.
Materials and Methods: The Ag nanoparticles (AgNP) were synthesized utilizing an herbal bio-
platform (Bistorta officinalis) and embedded with harmalin. The Harmaline-ag containing folate-
linked chitosan nanoparticles (HA-fCNP) were synthesized utilizing the ionic gelation method. Both 
the AgNP and HA-fCNP nanoparticles were characterized by DLS, FESEM, and Zeta potential analysis. 
Moreover, the chemical properties of HA-fCNP and the crystallinity of AgNPs were determined by 
applying FTIR and XRD methods, respectively. The HA-fCNP cytotoxicity was analyzed on A2780, 
PANC, and HFF cell lines. Moreover, pro-apoptotic and anti-metastatic potentials of HA-fCNP were 
studied by analyzing the BAX-BCL2 and MMP2-MMP9 gene expression profiles, respectively. The 
A2780 cellular death was determined by AO/PI and flow cytometry methods. 
Results: The HA-fCNP significantly exhibited a selective cytotoxic impact on A2780 and PANC 
cancerous cell lines compared with normal human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) cells. The increased 
SubG1-arrested A2780 cells and up-regulated BAX gene expression following the increased treatment 
concentrations of hA-fCNP indicated its selective pro-apoptotic activity on A2780 cells. Also, the 
notable down-regulated expressions of MMP2 and MMP9 metastatic genes following the increasing 
doses of HA-fCNP treatment on A2780 cells confirmed its anti-metastatic activity.
Conclusion: The cancer-selective cytotoxicity, apoptotic, and anti-metastatic properties of HA-fCNP 
are considered the appropriate properties of an anticancer compound. 
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Introduction
Among several types of human cancers, ovarian 

carcinoma is known as one of the most dangerous ones due 
to its silent carcinogenesis development and high recurrence 
rate (1, 2). The common ovarian cancer treatment strategies 
are not selective enough to avoid their clinical side effects 
(3). Therefore, focusing on the more targeted and selective 
anticancer compound can be considered one of the main 
issues in ovarian cancer treatment strategies. 

To reach efficient cancer treatment strategies, it is 
required to review the carcinogenesis process of cancer cells. 
The transformation of normal cells into cancerous types is 
mediated by various types of carcinogenic risk factors such 
as oxidative stress inducers (4). The transformed cancerous 
cells need to increase their survival under their related 
metabolic-mediated oxidative stress by down-regulating 
the apoptosis inducers such as BAX and up-regulating anti-
apoptosis effectors such as BCL2. 

The produced exogenic reactive oxygen species (ROS) is 
the main cause of oxidative stress near both the normal and 
cancerous cells, which acts as both tumor-suppressive and 
tumor-progressive factors. The excess amount of ROS acts 
as the tumor-suppressive factor by significantly inducing 
apoptosis in both normal and cancer cells. Therefore, 

scavenging the elevated ROS amounts just near the normal 
cells prevents the cancer transformation process and saves 
normal cells against ROS-mediated oxidative stresses (5). 

On the other hand, the initially caner-mediated secretion 
of ROS to the cancer microenvironment acts as the tumor 
progressive factor by inducing local inflammation and 
calling immune cells to the tumor tissue. Cancer cells 
recruit the infiltrated macrophages to utilize their powerful 
secretion system and get ready for migration (6, 7). In this 
regard, cancer cells increase the expression of MMP2 and 
MMP9 to facilitate their migration to their next appropriate 
proximal or distal tissues (8, 9). Therefore, producing the 
apoptotic, anti-metastatic, and antioxidant compounds has 
the potential to simultaneously remove cancerous cells and 
save normal types against the toxic anti-cancer compounds. 

Nanotechnology has solved the challenging obstacles 
in the treatment of ovarian cancer by preparing precise 
drug delivery and molecular imaging possibilities. The 
functionalized stable drug nanocarriers such as solid 
lipid nanoparticles (SLN), liposomes, and polymeric 
nanoparticles have presented efficient and bio-accessible 
cancer-selective cytotoxicity in several types of tumors (10-
13). Several types of mineral-based compounds such as 
copper, gold, silver, and selenium nanoparticles have been 
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reported as powerful anticancer compounds (14-18). Also, 
the nano-drug delivery systems have opened a promising 
horizon for more efficient treatment of ovarian carcinoma 
by utilizing the encapsulated herbal anticancer compounds 
such as liposomal genistein (19, 20), encapsulated shikonin 
nanoparticles (21), liposomal irinotecan/doxorubicin (22), 
and curcumin-loaded nanoparticles (23). 

Moreover, the ovarian cancer cells have been targeted by 
folic acid-conjugated nano-drug delivery systems consisting 
of poly (ethylene glycol)-chitosan oligo-saccharide lactate 
(PEG-COL) nanoparticles (24) and lecithin nanoemulsions 
(25). The mentioned folic acid-conjugated nano-
drug delivery systems have suppressed ovarian cancer 
proliferation by being selectively accumulated in tumor 
sites, which verifies the overexpression of membrane folate 
receptors in ovarian cancer cells (24, 25). 

Herein, a mixture of insoluble silver nanoparticles and the 
herbal extracted harmaline as the two powerful anticancer 
elements (26, 27) were selected to be encapsulated by 
folic acid-conjugated chitosan, a natural positive-charged 
polymer with limited immunogenicity and high degrees 
of biocompatibility. The anticancer activity of the silver 
nanoparticles (Ag NPs) have been verified by studying 
several types of plant-bio-platforms mediating the Ag NPs 
synthesis including   Taraxacum officinale, and Commelina 
nudiflora L, which indicated the significant cytotoxic impact 
on HepG2, and HCT-116 cancer cells, respectively (28, 
29). The harmaline-Ag containing folate-linked chitosan 
nanoparticles (HA-fCNP) were synthesized to investigate 
their selective apoptotic, and anti-metastatic potentials on 
human ovarian (A2780) and epithelioid (PANC) cancer cells. 

Materials and Methods 
Materials 

Harmaline, folic acid (FA), low molecular weight (LMW) 
chitosan, and acridine orange (AO)/propodium iodide (PI) 
were prepared from Sigma-Aldrich. The antioxidant free 
radicals including 2,2′-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-
6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS) and 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl 
(DPPH), potassium persulfate, dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO), and 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-
2H-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) were ordered from Merck 
Co. All the cell culture requirements were purchased from 
Invitrogen Co. The target cell lines including the ovarian 
(A2780) and epithelioid (PANC) cancer cell lines were 
prepared from the cell bank unit of Ferdowsi University of 
Mashhad, Iran. The abbreviation list is provided in Table 1.
AgNP green synthesis 

Bistorta officinalis preparation
The aqueous extract of B. officinalis was utilized for the 

biosynthesis of AgNPs.  Briefly, fresh leaves of B. officials 
were collected, rinsed, and dried at room temperature. The 
10 g of cut small pieces of B. officinalis leaves were boiled 
at 80 °C for 20 min. The boiled leaves were centrifuged at 
12000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C after gradually cooling. The 
supernatant was applied for AgNP biosynthesis. 

AgNP synthesis
In order to prepare the green-synthesized AgNP 

nanoparticles, 1 mM concentration of silver nitrate 
(AgNO3) was embedded with 10 ml of  B. officinalis leaf 
extract in a 250 ml Erlenmeyer, mixed by a magnet stirrer 

at room temperature, and incubated in the dark conditions 
overnight at 30 °C. The colloidal brownish-yellow color 
of the solution was considered as the complete AgNO3  to 
Ag+  reduction process. The produced AgNP colloid was 
used for future use. 

Preparation of HA-fCNP
The HA-fCNP was synthesized by applying the ionic 

gelation method. Briefly, to produce HA-fCNP nanoparticles, 
first, the chitosan solution (0.2% W/V) was prepared with 
2% acetic acid solution and incubated at 60 °C for 1 hr 
under stirring conditions (700 rpm). Then, TPP (1 mg/ml), 
2.1 g of harmaline, and 1 g of AgNP were mixed with 100 
ml DMSO. Gelation was performed by gradually inserting 
the prepared mixture into the chitosan gel at the proportion 
of 3 : 1   under stirring at 700 rpm for 30 min. Finally, the 
harmaline/Ag-loaded chitosan nanoparticles (HA-CNP) 
were centrifuged at 4000 rpm and rinsed three times to 
remove not-encapsulated harmaline-Ag components. The 
precipitate was resolved in 10 ml of deionized water. Then, 
the HA-CNP mixture was mixed with 10 mg folic acid 
solution (5% DMSO V/V) and acetic acid solution (10% 
V/V) was utilized to adjust the final solution acidity at 
pH=5. Next, an appropriate volume of EDC (0.01 M) was 
added drop-wise to the final solution. Finally, the mixture 
was incubated at 40 °C for 12 hr in a shaker incubator. The 
HA-fCNP was rinsed three times by centrifuging at 10000 
rpm for 10 min, utilizing deionized water.  

Physicochemical characterization of AgNPs and HA-fCNP
ζ-potential, Z average, and PDI values of both AgNPs 

HA-fCNP were measured by DLS methods. In this regard, 1 
ml of both AgNPs and HA-fCNP was separately diluted with 
10 ml of deionized water and measured at a 175° scattering 
angle at 25±0.5 °C. The morphology of both AgNPs and HA-
fCNPs was detected by field emission scanning microscopy 
(FESEM). A 50-μl drop of both diluted AgNPs and HA-
fCNP was dried on a soft aluminum foil piece. Then, the 
gold-coated surface of the sample was prepared for FESEM 
imaging. The FTIR spectroscopy technique was utilized 
to study the chemical properties of both AgNPs and HA-
fCNP structure including the individual characteristic 
wavenumbers of its bonds and functional groups by 
preparing the compressed thin tablets of both AgNPs and 
HA-fCNP. The tablets were produced by combining 2 mg of 
HA-fCNP with potassium bromide (KBr).

HA-fCNP loading efficiency 
The HA-fCNP’s loading efficiency was measured by the 

UV-visible spectroscopy method. Briefly, the standard curve 
was plotted by recording harmaline’s Uv-visible absorbance 
peak in its certain concentrations at 350 nm. Then, harmaline’s 
absorbance was recorded before and after the production 
process by applying a UV-visible spectrophotometer 
(225 nm). The loading efficiency (LE%) was measured by 
calculating the harmaline concentration before and after the 
encapsulation process by the following equation: 

LE % = (harmaline) A /(harmaline) B ×100%

Cell survival measurement  
The HA-fCNP’s toxicity in both A2780 and PNCK cancer 

cell lines was studied by conducting an MTT assay. For this 
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purpose, 6×103 cells/well were seeded on 96-well plates and 
incubated for 24 hr under standard cell culture conditions. 
The normal human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) and cancer 
cell lines were cultured in DMEM (Gibco) and RPMI 
medium, respectively. The mediums were supplemented 
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 IU/ml of penicillin, 
streptomycin (100 µg/ml), and L-glutamine (2 mM). The 
cells were incubated at 37 °C and 95% humidity in 5% 
carbon dioxide conditions. 

The treatment program was initiated after 24 hr of 
incubation. Different doses of HA-fCNP (0, 15.6, 31.2, 62.5, 
125, and 250 µg/ml) were prepared in phosphate buffer 
(pH=6.8) to be treated and exposed to the cultured cancer 
cells. 

Upon the cells past the 48-hour treatment incubation, the 
fresh medium supplemented with 0.5 mg/ml MTT dye was 
replaced by the old medium and incubated for a further 3 hr 
under standard culturing conditions. Finally, the medium 
of the wells was re-filled by DMSO (100 μl) and incubated 
for 15 min. The recorded formazan absorbance at 570 nm 
reflected the cell survival index. The cell survival rate was 
calculated by the following equation:    

Cell survival rate %=(OD)sample/(OD)control×100

Gene expression profile
 To evaluate the expression of the metastatic (MMP2 

and MMP9), anti-apoptotic (BCL2), and apoptotic (BAX) 
gene expression, the treated cancer cells were harvested and 
their total RNA was extracted by applying the Biotech kit. 
The RNA extraction quality was evaluated by the nanodrop 
method. The extracted RNAs were used to prepare cDNA 
libraries utilizing the Pars tous kit. The target gene primer 
sets were designed using the Allele ID6 software package 
(Table 2). To measure the target gene expression profile, 
a comparative Q-PCR was utilized (CFX-96 Bio-Rad) by 
applying a SYBR green PCR Master Mix (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany) supplemented with ROX reference dye. Finally, 
the gene expression normalization was conducted by 
measuring the GAPDH gene expression by applying the 
comparative threshold cycle method. 

Flow-cytometry
A2780 cells were cultured and incubated with a range of 

HA-fCNP concentrations (0, 25, 100, and 175 µg/ml) for 48 
hr. The cells were washed with PBS, harvested, fixed with 
cold ethanol, and re-suspended on 200 μl PI dye (1 mg/
ml). The cell suspensions were incubated for 30 min in dark 
conditions.  Finally, the cells’ cycle details were analyzed by 

a FACSacn laser flow cytometer.   

AO/PI double staining
The apoptotic morphological evidence of A2780 cells 

was studied by applying the AO/PI staining method. The 
A2780 cancer cells were treated with a range of HA-fCNP 
concentrations (0, 25, 100, and 175 µg/ml) for 48 hr. Then, 
they were fixed with the 4% paraformaldehyde, stained with 
AO/PI dyes at the proportion of 1:1 and incubated for 15 
min at standard conditions. The stained cells were washed, 
harvested, and fixed with cold ethanol (70%). The stained 
cells were visualized by UV illumination.

Scratch assay
To conduct the scratch analysis, 4×104 cells were seeded to 

a 6-well plate and cultured for 24 hr. Then, a thin scratch was 
created after draining the culture medium by applying a sampler 
tip. The plates were washed with PBS to remove the separated 
cells and filled with the fresh cell culture medium. Finally, 25 µ/
ml concentration of HA-fCNP was exposed with the scratched 
culture plate and incubated for 24 hr. The metastasis inhibition 
rate was estimated as the following equation:

%Inhibition rate=(scratch width after 24 hrs)/(scratch width 
at the beginning of exposure)×100

Results 
Characterization of HA-fCNP

The FESEM imaging technique showed that the AgNP 
nanoparticles were produced at ~90 nm diameter, which 
was greater than 2 times smaller than HA-fCNP size (226.83 
nm)(Figure 1A). Moreover, DLS supported the reported 
FESEM size for both AgNPs and HA-fCNP by estimating 
the 86.4-nm and ~250 nm nanoparticles, respectively. 
The AgNPs and HA-fCNP were produced with acceptable 
polydispersity Indexs (PDI) of 0.25 and 0.28, respectively. 
It has shown been that less than 0.7 PDI values show the 
mono-distribution phase formation of the nanoparticles, 
which is reliable enough to be reported as their real 
dimension (Figure 1B)(30). Also, the estimated zeta 
potential value of both AgNPs (+25.1 mV) and HA-fCNP 
(+26.2 mV) nanoparticles indicates their suitable defensive 
electrostatic interactions, which increase their stability 
in aqueous solutions. Considering Salopek’s studies, the 
stability of the nanoparticles is decreased in higher than 
±20 mV electrostatic charges. Therefore, both the AgNPs 
and HA-fCNP particles have the potential to be stable as a 
drug delivery system  (Figure 1C)(31). 

The crystallinity of AgNPs was verified by detecting the 
three individual Ag peaks between 30 to 45 degrees (Figure 

Table 2. The sequence of apoptosis, metastasis and housekeeping genes primer sets
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2A)(32). Moreover, the FTIR spectrum verified the HA-
fCNP structure (Figure 2B). The characteristic peaks of 
chitosan, harmaline, folic acid, and Ag confirm the success 
of HA-fCNP formation. The characteristic absorption bands 
of chitosan have been detected for N-H bending of primary 
amine at 1654 cm−1 and 1571 cm−1, and C–N stretching of 
primary amine at  1026 cm−1 (33). Harmaline characteristic 
absorption bands have been observed for OH-stretching of 
hydroxyl groups and phenols at 3300 cm−1 to 3500 cm-1 for 
both harmaline and silver spectra (34). 

Loading efficiency of harmaline
The harmaline loading efficiency was estimated as 

mentioned in section 2.4. During the encapsulation process, 
90.2% of harmaline contents were incorporated into the 
cationic chitosan polymer molecule.

Cytotoxicity of HA-fCNP
During 48 hr of incubation, HA-fCNP significantly 

reduced the cell survival rate of A2780 cancer cells by its 
enhanced treatment concentration compared with other 
cancer (PANC) and normal (HFF) cell lines (Figure 3). 
The IC50 concentration of HA-fCNP was estimated at 

102.73 μg/ml in A2780 cancer cell line. The results show 
a meaningful association among the cell lines’ response to 
HA-fCNP treatment. 

Apoptotic and metastatic potential of HA-fCNP
The cellular death type was determined by studying the 

cancer cell morphology and cell cycle status following the 
increasing HA-fCNP treatment doses. The increased shrunk 
cells following the enhanced treatment concentrations of 
HA-fCNP indicates the apoptotic dead cells (Figure 4A), 
which was verified by detecting a significant enhancement 
in SubG1-arrested cell populations following the high 
treatment doses of HA-fCNP nanoparticles, which indicates 
the apoptosis occurrence in treated cells (Figure 4B). The 
increased cell population in the SubG1 phase from 4.5 to 
25.1% was estimated following the increasing HA-fCNP 
doses up to 25 μg/ml. This is while the high HA-fCNP 
concentration (175 μg/ml) significantly increases the 
subG1-arrested cells (76%) and prevents carcinogenesis. In 
other words, the HA-fCNP cytotoxicity can be attributed to 
its apoptotic activity. 

Moreover, to verify the apoptotic occurrence a further 
apoptosis assay was designed based on AO/PI cell staining 
technique. Acridine orange, a vital dye makes the normal 
alive cells green, and PI penetration into the apoptotic 
cells produces red points. As shown in Figure 5 the notable 
enhancement of the red points following the increased HA-
fCNP treatment doses indicates the apoptotic PI-penetrated 
cells. 

Finally, to study the HA-fCNP-mediated apoptotic 

Figure 2. XRD (A) and FTIR (B) results of HA-fCNP
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles  

Figure 1. Size and particle stability characteristics of HA-fCNP
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles

Figure 3. HA-fCNP cytotoxic impact on HFF (A), A2780 (B), and PANC (C) cell lines after 48 hr of incubation
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles; HFF: human foreskin fibroblast; PANC: epithelioid
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mechanism, the expression of BAX and BCL2 genes was 
analyzed. The result shows a significant up-regulation of 
BAX and a meaningful down-regulation of the BCL2 gene, 
which verifies the apoptotic-mediated cytotoxic impact of 
HA-fCNP (Figure 6).   

HA-fCNP metastatic potential  
The metastatic potential of HA-fCNP was evaluated by 

conducting the scratch assay. The not-grown A2780 cells 
in the scratched-line during 24-hr exposure with 25 µg/
ml concentration of HA-fCNP indicated the inhibition rate 
of metastasis at 75.14% (Figure 7). Moreover, measuring 
the most important genes of migration required enzymes 
including MMP2 and MMP9 genes. The results indicate 
a significant negative association with the increasing HA-

fCNP treatment doses on the A2780 cell line (Figure 8). In 
other words, the HA-fCNP decreases A2780 cells’ migration 
to other proximal and distal cancer niches. 

Discussion 
The precise functionalized drug delivery systems have 

opened a promising horizon for targeted cancer treatment 
strategies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
encapsulation of harmaline-silver hybrid nanoparticles by 
folate-conjugated chitosan polymers and studying their 
apoptotic and metastatic potentials. The nanoparticles 
significantly decreased the ovarian A2780 cancer cells by 
selectively inducing apoptotic-mediated cytotoxic impact 
compared with normal (HFF) and cancerous (PANC) cell 
lines. Moreover, they meaningfully down-regulated the 
cancer migration required enzymes (MMP2 and MMP9) in 
A2780 ovarian cancer cells and suppressed their metastatic 
ability.

Normal cells can be transformed into cancerous types 
following exposure to exogenous- or endogenous-oxidative 
stress mediated by reactive oxygen species (ROS). The mild 
compensable oxidative stress inactivates the cell tumor 
suppressors. The mutated tumor suppressor genes facilitate 
cancer cell high-rate proliferation by allowing them to 
unlimitedly pass cell cycle checkpoints (4). On the other 

Figure 4. A2780 cancer cell death type
A) A2780 cancer cell morphology following the increased HA-fCNP treatment doses. 
B) Flow-cytometry analysis of A2780 cancer cells
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles

Figure 5. AO/PI staining results of A2780 ovarian cancer cells after being 
treated with a range of HA-fCNP treatment doses
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles; AO/PI: 
Acridine orange /propodium iodide

Figure 6. Apoptotic gene expression profile in A2780 cells following the increasing HA-fCNP treatment doses
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles
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hand, the cancer cells are susceptible to an excess amount of 
ROS levels, which ultimately leads to their apoptotic death 
(35). There are several types of apoptosis inducers caused by 
exogenous ROS that have been found as efficient anti-ovarian 
cancer compounds, such as gold and silver nanoparticles 
(36, 37). ROS-mediated apoptosis induction is not the only 
mechanism the anticancer compounds have. For instance, 
a study reviewed the anticancer properties of turmeric 
curcuminoids and its other derivatives biomolecules, which 
have therapeutic potential in numerous chronic diseases such 
as colon, breast, and lung cancer (38). Also, Majumder et al. 
discussed the properties of Aloe vera bioactive compounds 
such as Aloe-emodin ((1,8-dihydroxy-3-(hydroxymethyl) 
anthraquinone), Aloin, Chrysophanol (1,8-dihydroxy-
3-methylanthraquinone), Aloesaponarin,  Acemannan, 
Umbelliferone (7-hydroxycoumarin), and Esculetin (6,7- 
dihydroxy coumarin). They showed the anti-proliferative 
and anti-metastatic potentials of the mentioned bioactive 
compounds of Aloe vera extract and disused their possible 
impacts on the most important cell growth and proliferation 
effector proteins including Nrf2, NF-кB, TNF-α, p53, p21, 
CDK1, BCL2, BAX, and cyclin B1 (39). 

In this regard, harmaline has the potential to interact 
with mTOR signaling effectors and suppress cell growth  
(40). Moreover, it has been reported that harmaline acts as a 
potent inhibitor for sphingosine Kinase-1 (SK1)(41), which 
is associated with cancer development (42).

The drug delivery systems are recently designed to act as 
a cell-selective anticancer compound by being conjugated 

with cancer-associated ligands such as folic acid (43, 44). In 
other words, the functionalized drug delivery systems have 
the potential to be attached to folate receptors expressed 
in individual cancer cells. Therefore, their anticancer 
ingredients can precisely be delivered to the targeted cancer 
cells. Researchers successfully produced functionalized 
magnetic nanoparticles conjugated with Folic acid, which 
efficiently targeted cancer cells and released their loaded 
doxorubicin near them (45). Also, Wei et al. increased the 
topotecan therapeutic efficacy by producing Folic acid-
conjugated mesoporous silica nanoparticles in retina cancers 
(46). Also, another study successfully produced a docetaxel 
drug delivery system consisting of a folate-conjugated lipid 
monolayer shell (47). 

In the current study, the hybrid harmaline/silver 
nanoparticles were functionalized with folate-conjugated 
chitosan polymer to detect and target the FOLR-positive 
cancer cells and evaluate their apoptotic and metastatic 
potentials. As shown in Figure 3, the A2780 cancer 
cells’ survival indicated greater toxicity and lower IC50 
concentration (102 μg/ml) of HA-fCNP. The PANC cancer 
cells’ survival showed lower toxicity and greater IC50 doses 
(>175 μg/ml) of HA-fCNP. This is while the HFF normal 
cells’ survival did not change by HA-fCNP treatment doses. 

HA-fCNP had been equipped with folic acid conjugations. 
Therefore, cells expressing folate receptor elements had 
more significant potential to uptake HA-fCNP through 
receptor-mediated endocytosis (48, 49). In other words, the 
significant decrease in A2780 cell survival rate following the 

Figure 7. Anti-metastatic activity of HA-fCNP nanoparticles on the A2780 migration process
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles

Figure 8. Metastatic gene expression profile in A2780 cells following the increasing HA-fCNP treatment doses
HA-fCNP: Harmaline-ag containing folate-linked chitosan nanoparticles
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increasing HA-fCNP treatment doses compared with both 
PANC and HFF cell lines can be due to the folate receptor 
overexpression in A2780 cells.

Interestingly, the HA-fCNP induced apoptosis in 
A2780 cells by arresting them in the SubG1 phase of cell 
cycle status (Figure 4). This is while it was reported that 
harmaline and silver alone can arrest the cell cycle at the 
G2M phase in human gastric (SGC-7901) and lung (A549) 
cancer cells, respectively (50, 51). The current study shows 
the synergistic impact of the harmaline-silver combination 
on human ovarian cancer cells (A2780) can be mediated by 
SubG1-mediated apoptosis induction. However, evaluating 
the impacts of harmaline- and silver-containing folate-
linked chitosan alone drug delivery systems is required to 
clarify the exact synergistic mechanism of HA-fCNP on 
A2780 cancer cell death.

Conclusion 
The results show that increasing treatment doses of HA-

fCNP selectively decreased the cancer cell survival rate by 
inducing BAX-mediated apoptotic death and increasing the 
SubG1-arrested A2780 cells compared with normal HFF 
and cancerous PANC cells. Moreover, the high treatment 
doses of HA-fCNP significantly decreased A2780 metastatic 
ability by down-regulating MMP2/MMP9 gene expression. 
Therefore, HA-fCNP has the potential to be used as a safe 
hybrid targeted drug delivery system for ovarian cancer 
treatment. However, several types of in vivo studies are 
required to verify its safety and efficiency rate.  
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